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AN INTRODUCTION TO VIETNAM
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Overview
üOfficially named the Socialist Republic of
Vietnam, Vietnam is the easternmost country on
the Indochina Peninsula in Southeast Asia.

üThe name Vietnam translates as “South Viet”,
and was officially adopted in 1945.

üThe country is bordered by China to the north,
Laos to the northwest, Cambodia to the
southwest, and the South China Sea to the east.

üWith an estimated 96,92 million inhabitants as
of 2018, it is the world's 15th-most-populous
country, and the ninth-most-populous Asian
country.

üVietnam is home to 55 ethnic groups with the
dominant group is Viet or Kinh ethnic group.
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üLying on the right bank of the Red River in northern
Vietnam, approximately 85 miles inland from the South
China Sea, is the charming capital city of Hanoi

üHanoi is Vietnam’s old imperial capital and its modern
center of politics and culture.
üExperienced a strict communist domination

üHumility and simpler lifestyle compared to those living in
the south of the country

üToday Hanoi people display an increasing warmth and
openness in communication and work.

üVietnam’s commercial center, Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC)
üThe country’s largest city

üLocated in the Southeast region of the country

üAn area which has long been a focus of foreign investment
inflows thanks to impressive growth fueled
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Overview

Source: An introduction to Doing Business in Vietnam 2018 – 2019 (Dezan Shira & Associates, 2018)



Economy outlook
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Economy outlook
üVietnam’s economy continues to be in a period of
transition. In recent years, Vietnamese authorities have
moved to implement structural reforms needed to
modernize the economy and to produce more
competitive export-driven industries.

üWhile retaining a significant portion of economic
output, the business community has seen increasing
privatization of state owned enterprises.

üIn addition to gravitating towards private sector
production, Vietnam has also continued a long standing
shift away from agriculture and towards industrial
output. Agriculture’s share of economic output has
shrunk from 25 percent in 2000 to roughly 15.35
percent in 2018, while services’ share increased from
38.74 percent to 41.32 percent during the same period.
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Economy outlook
✓However, the country’s “three pillar” economic reform
program, which proposed the restructuring of public investment,
state-owned enterprises and the banking sector, has had little
effect so far. The banking sector remains undercapitalized and
the level of non-performing loans remains high.

✓While the global recession was a significant drag on the
Vietnamese economy, GDP growth dropped to 5.25 percent in
2012, the country is now in a steady growth phase again. GDP
grew at a rate of 6.7 percent in 2017, and is projected by the
world bank to growth by at least 6.5 percent in 2018.

✓Vietnam’s main imports include machinery and equipment,
petroleum products, steel products, raw materials for the
clothing and shoe industries, electronics, plastics and
automobiles.

✓Its exports include clothes, shoes, marine products, crude oil,
electronics, wooden products, rice and machinery.
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VIETNAM INSURANCE MARKET



Vietnam insurance market history
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18 December 
1993 

1999 August, 2011 2003 2005 

Decree No. 
100/CP dated 18 
December 1993 
on insurance 
business was the 
legal basis for 
establishing non-
life, life insurance 
market and 
insurance 
product 
distribution 
channel 

Establishing 
Association of 
Vietnamese 
Insurers in 1999 to 
enhance 
cooperation and 
self-administration 
among insurers. 
Insurers consider 
each other both 
competitors and 
business partners 
and together 
develop the 
insurance market 

Insurance 
Supervisory 
Authority and 
Association of 
Vietnamese 
Insurers joined 
ASEAN Insurance 
Regulators’ 
Meeting (AIRM) 
and ASEAN 
Insurance 
Council (AIC)

- Successfully 
hosted the 
6th ASEAN 
Insurance 
Regulators’ 
Meeting and the 
29th ASEAN 
Insurance Council’s 
Meeting in Hanoi in 
- Implement 
equitisation of 
insurance 
enterprises starting 
from 2003 with Bao 
Minh, Vinare, Bao 
Viet and PVI as the 
leading companies. 

Select investors, strategic foreign investor
listed on the stock exchange, sell shares and 
gain capital surplus much higher than the 
capital when equitisation since 2005 with 
Vinare, Bao Minh, Bao Viet, PVI, PTI, Bao Long, 
PJICO and BIC as the first companies.

BIDV acquired entire capital contribution of 
QBE in the joint venture company and 
established BIDV Insurance Company (BIC) in 
2005; QBE bought Allianz Vietnam in 2005



Vietnam insurance market history
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2005 2007 2009 2010

Remove discrimination barrier 
for foreign insurers, 
Vietnamese insurers accepted 
competition. Since 2005, 
Circular 98 and Circular 99 on 
removing barriers for selling 
insurance to state economy 
sector, compulsory 
(re)insurance products and 
regulations on financial 
regime applicable to 
Vietnamese and foreign 
insurers have been 
implemented 

Dai-ichi bought Bao 
Minh – CMG 

Deploy non-
traditional life 
insurance products: 
From 2007, life 
insurers were allowed 
to deploy universal 
life insurance and 
unit-linked insurance 
products 

Insurance 
enterprises 
established Motor 
vehicle insurance 
fund 

Accept competition by 
permitting foreign insurers to 
provide cross-border services 
into the Vietnamese market 
and non-life foreign insurers 
to set up branches in Vietnam 
according to the amended Law 
on Insurance business 



Vietnam insurance market history
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Since 2011 Since 2013 December 4th to 

6th 2013

- Insurance enterprises overcame difficulties and challenges: Since 2011, 
in the situations of global financial crisis, tightening of credit, public 
investment and public spending, inventories and credit crunch, insurers 
have continued to foster insurance market growth. 
- Implement the State’s insurance policy. Since 2011, Bao Viet, Bao Minh 
and VINARE have deployed pilot crop, livestock and aquaculture
insurance in 20 provinces and cities. Seven insurance enterprises (Bao 
Viet, Bao Minh, PVI, UIC, AIG, QBE and Bao Viet Tokiomarine) 
implemented pilot export credit insurance. 
- Implement restructuring of insurance enterprises: Since 2011, following 
the State’s directions, insurance enterprises have implemented 
restructuring of their equity, financial investment, insurance products, 
management network, distribution channels, human resources training 
and development and customer service system.

In life sector, 
voluntary pension 
insurance has been 
implemented since 
2013, contributing to 
the
implementation of 
social security policy 

Insurance 
enterprises 
established Policy-
owner protection 
fund

Ministry of 
Finance and 
Association of 
Vietnamese 
Insurers 
successfully 
hosted insurance 
conferences of 
ASEAN countries 
(AIRM 16 and AIC 
39) in Da Nang 



6 local non-life insurers 4 foreign non-life insurers 4 foreign life insurers 1 broker 

Vietnam insurance market history
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Since 1993 - 2001
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Supervisor Agency
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Prior to 1992

Legal Division

1992 - 2003

Department of Banking and 
Financial Institutions

Insurance Division

2003 - 2008

Insurance Department

Legal Non-life Life



Supervisor Agency
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Regulators The Insurance 
Supervisory Authority (the 
“ISA”), a subordinate body 
within the Ministry of 
Finance (“MOF”), and the 
MOF itself, are the two key 
regulatory bodies that 
oversee insurance activities, 
including the establishment 
of insurers, sale and 
purchase of equity interests 
in insurance companies, the 
formulation, sale and 
implementation of 
insurance contracts, and 
other insurance-related 
activities.

Insurance Supervisory 
Authority

Center of 
Research 

and 
Training

Cabinet
Market 

development
Life Non-life Intermediaries Inspectorate



Overview of Insurance Products
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Under the LIB, insurance products in Vietnam are divided 
into three categories: 

(a) Life insurance products
(b) Non-life insurance products
(c) Health insurance products. 

We note that in Vietnam, there are social insurance and 
health insurance funds, which are run by the state, and are 
subject to a set of regulations separate from the LIB.

Source:Mayer Brown JSM, Vietnam’s Insurance Market: An Overview – January 2014



Vietnamese insurance market overview
✓The Vietnamese insurance market maintained a high growth rate of 21.2% in 2017
✓With total revenue of VND105.61 trillion (US$4.65 billion). (Senior Finance Ministry official)

✓Of the 2017 total revenue

✓Non-life insurance premiums stood at VND 40.56 trillion, representing an increase of 10.61%

✓Life insurance premiums totalled VND 65.05 trillion, rising by 28.9%
(Mr Pham Thu Phuong, Deputy Director of the Ministry of Finance’s Insurance Supervisory Authority (ISA))

✓In addition, total assets of insurance companies are estimated to have risen by 23.44% to VND
302.94 trillion

✓The companies re-invested VND247.8 trillion in the economy, which is a rise of 26.74% from
2016 (Mr Phuong, Vietnam News Agency).

✓The insurers also paid VND29.42 trillion to customers in 2017, or 14.92% higher than in 2016
(Mr Phuong, Vietnam News Agency).

✓The average insurance premiums in Vietnam stand at $30, much lower than the global average of
$595 and Southeast Asia’s $74
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Vietnamese insurance market overview

The Vietnam Insurance Association reported there were 18 life and 30 non-life insurers in the Vietnamese
market. Among the 18 life insurers, only Bao Viet Life Insurance is Vietnamese owned, while the
remainder were joint ventures or wholly foreign-owned companies.
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KOREAN INVESTMENT IN VIETNAM 
INSURANCE INDUSTRY
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Korean Investment In Vietnam
South Korean investment in Vietnam soars 500% in 10 years

üSouth Korean financial companies’ investments in Vietnam have grown by more than 500
percent over the past 10 years, in particular marking an uptick since last year, on the back of
President Moon Jae-in’s Southeast Asia-friendly initiative

üThe volume of investments made by domestic financial companies to the Southeast Asian state
stood at $123 million last year, up 509.88 percent from 10 years prior, according to statistics
from the Overseas Economic Research Institute of state-run Export-Import Bank of Korea

The total investment volume accumulated since 1993 totaled $799.8 million.

üCurrently, Seoul’s top four banking players: Shinhan, KB Kookmin Bank, Woori Bank and Hana
KEB Bank are operating in Vietnam, along with other major securities companies such as Mirae
Asset Daewoo, Korea Investment & Securities, NH Investment & Securities and Shinhan
Investment.

üLotte Card, the credit card operator of retail giant Lotte, recently confirmed its 100 percent
equity acquisition of Vietnamese consumer financing company Techcom Finance, becoming the
first South Korean player to obtain a credit card business license there

üBusiness expansion gestures in the Southeast Asian region came in step with President Moon’s
signal to strengthen ties with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations under the New South
Policy initiative.

20Source: By Bae Hyun-jung, The Korea Herald Business



Korea Investment And Participation In Vietnam’s 
Insurance Market

Mirae Asset Life 
Insurance 
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ü Recently invested in Prevoir Vietnam Life Insurance Company, a French-
owned life insurance company in Vietnam.

ü South Korea’s Mirae Asset Life Insurance Co. will invest 1.1 trillion
VND($48.4 million) of fresh capital in Prevoir Vietnam Life Insurance

ü Mirae Asset will hold 50 percent ownership interest post capital
contribution while the remaining 50 percent will be held by Scor Global
Life and Prevoir’s French parent Prevoir Vie.

ü This is the firm’s first life insurance investment in Vietnam.
ü The firm entered the Vietnamese market in 2005 and while its local

market share is at around 1%, its growth potential is reportedly promising.
ü It is engaged in various distribution deals with banks and post offices

across the country.

*Source: Korean insurers turn to Vietnam for expansion by Gabriel Olano 19 May 2017, Insurance Business Asia



Korea Investment And Participation In Vietnam’s 
Insurance Market

Samsung Fire & 
Marine 

Insurance 
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ü In 2017, Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance acquired a 20 percent 
stake in PJICO to become the Vietnamese insurer's second-largest 
shareholder. 

ü PJICO is Vietnam's fifth-largest non-life insurer with a 7 percent 
market share.

ü This was the first time a Korean insurer acquired a stake in a 
Vietnamese insurance company.

*Source: Korean insurers turn to Vietnam for expansion by Gabriel Olano 19 May 2017, Insurance Business Asia



Korea Investment And Participation In Vietnam’s 
Insurance Market

Hanwha Life 
Insurance 
Vietnam 
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Hanwha Life Insurance Vietnam posting its first profitable year in 
2017 since it was founded in 2009

*Source: Korean insurers turn to Vietnam for expansion by Gabriel Olano 19 May 2017, Insurance Business Asia



Korea Investment And Participation In Vietnam’s 
Insurance Market

South Korea’s 
Hyundai Marine & 

Fire Insurance Co Ltd 
(HMFI) 
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ü South Korea’s Hyundai Marine & Fire Insurance Co Ltd (HMFI) has 
announced it will acquire a 25 per cent stake of VietinBank Insurance
(VBI), with the deal expected to be completed in the first half of 2019, 
after the Ministry of Finance approves in principle the charter capital 
change

ü If the acquisition is completed, Hyundai will be the state-run insurer's 
second-largest shareholder.

ü VietinBank Insurance will issue 16.7 million shares to raise its charter 
capital to US$28.5 million

*Source: S Korean insurer to acquire stake of VietinBank Insurance, November, 27/2018, Vietnam News



Korea Investment And Participation In Vietnam’s 
Insurance Market

KB Insurance 
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ü KB Insurance is to acquire a 17% stake in Bao Minh Insurance, the 
third biggest insurance company in Vietnam with an 8.2% market 
share, reports Business Korea.

ü Bao Minh Insurance is under the control of State Capital Investment 
Corp (SCIC) which has a 50.7% stake. SCIC is run by Vietnam Asset 
Management Co.

ü KB Insurance will hold a board meeting early next month and decide 
on the stake acquisition plan. The company will sign a formal 
agreement as soon as the board of directors approves the proposal.

ü KB Insurance first entered the Vietnamese market by opening its 
office in Hanoi in 1995. The company additionally opened an office in 
Ho Chi Minh in 2001.

ü If KB Insurance acquires Bao Minh Insurance, it will be the largest
M&A carried out by a domestic insurance firm in Vietnam

*Source: 30 Nov 2018, South Korea:KB Insurance jumps on Vietnamese wagon, Asia Insurance review



SWOT Analysis
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STRENGTH
Diversity products

Strong capital

Good experience and governance.

WEEKNESS

Discontent is commonly voiced through the use of social media 
rather than spilling out to the streets Korean companies have not 
yet faced problems on the same scale

OPPORTUNITY
The country’s projected GDP growth of more than 6 per cent annually over 
the next three years

The world’s lowest life insurance penetration levels at less than 1 per cent 
of the GDP

Emerging insurance sector (fifth consecutive year of annual growth of more 
than 20%) and younger population with incomes and awareness were rising

Government deregulation: Vietnam Korea Free Trade Agreement which 
promoting cooperation between Vietnam – South Korea

Korean firms in Vietnam is a result of long-standing bilateral commercial 
relations

THREAT
Overheat competition for acquisition of local insurance firms

Vietnamese people awareness and understanding

Concern about the financial capacity to upkeep the policy

Doubts about the commitment of foreign life insurers

Weak financial structures and in particular the banking sector

A complex business environment

A non-transparent legal framework



SUGGESTIONS
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Merger and acquisition (M&A).
Many insurers, such as Generali and Prudential, have recently decided 
to increase their charter capital and expand their business operations 
as they forecast the market will grow

Focuses on bancassurance in alliance with the local banks.

Foreign investors has helped domestic insurers increase their 
competitive edge through the enhancement of training and 
diversification of products

Investing in emerging markets, in Southeast Asia and elsewhere, 
means being more aware of these various risks and seeking to gather 
as much information and advice as possible in order to manage and 
mitigate them. Investors who practice this level of risk management 
gain a competitive advantage over other investors that venture into 
emerging markets without sufficient guidance or understanding of 
conditions on the ground. 



CONCLUSION

A number of structural factors, as are outlined above, are likely to
mean that Vietnam will remain an attractive destination for Korean
investors. Those that can manage the risks successfully will be best
placed to take full advantage of opportunities in this growing and
exciting market.
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